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Abstract: Globalized cultures, imaginaries, and 
economies are often matched to the standardization of 
building approaches. However, solutions that are not 
tailored for a specific context tend to entail environmental, 
economic, and social issues. Throughout human history, 
vernacular wisdom has produced interesting low-energy 
and climate-responsive architectures all around the 
globe: These can be seen as interesting examples in 
an era of global warming and overall uncertainty; at 
the same time, they represent accessible sustainable 
solutions in deprived areas of the world as well as in 
wealthier areas. The experience of participatory design 
and building process is here presented, carried on in a 
rural area of El Salvador, Central America. A sanitary 
facility for a school is designed and realized after the 
collectively desired recovery and improvement of one of 
the fruits of local vernacular wisdom in building design, 

i.e., the adobe earth brick. Some potentials and limits 
of such experience as well as of the used technology 
are reviewed in the perspective of affordable and 
ecologically sustainable housing and settlements in the 
area.
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1 Introduction

Globalized cultures and a widely colonized social 
imaginary[1-3] are often matched to the standardization 
of building approaches, not necessarily meant as 
a set of best practices and processes, but rather as 
the application of general unspecific solutions to 
different areas: In gene ral, building approaches that 
were originally thought for the Global North tend to 
be also applied, unquestioned, in the Global South. 
Nevertheless, this can entail a range of issues. First of 
all, such approaches might be technically unsuitable 
due to some given climate and overall environmental 
conditions. Second, they might be hardly procured 
and afforded, if not in their cheap versions, the latter 
only able to sharpen their performative unsuitability. 
Third, sometimes, they are not really compatible with 
local dwelling cultures. Vernacular materials and 
techniques have been identified as interesting climate-
responsive solutions[4,5] inasmuch as closely linked 
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to local climates and socioeconomic contexts. This 
makes them quite promising for ecologically friendly 
urban and settlement planning in a challenging century. 
Some vernacular and bioclimatic building approaches 
are also interesting when context adapted, affordable, 
comfortable, and energy performative. This is, for 
instance, the position of the European Commission[6] 
promoting mutual knowledge exchange and 
technology transfer between the old continent and 
Africa right in these fields. The aim of such European 
operation falls within the efforts to reach lower energy 
buildings, according to the Paris Agreement[7]. Sincere 
researches and applications in construction materials 
and technologies vernacular wisdom seem to boost 
even more ambitious actions as called, for example, 
by Rogelj et al.[8] Vernacular building materials and 
techniques have raised increasing interest in the 
past decades, with many monographs and papers 
published throughout the years[9-22]. More recent 
publications are mostly focused on thematic topics, 
for example, geographical or technological[23-28]. 
Much of this literature addresses vernacular building 
solutions while taking historical and technical 
aspects into consideration. However, the current 
compatibility with local markets and especially with 
local common demand is rarely found. Nevertheless, 
the acceptability of solutions from the past cannot be 
neglected; as a matter of fact, progressive levels of 
cultural and economic colonization have caused many 
populations to reject their own wisdom and traditions 
inasmuch as signs of an alleged inferiority, often still 
marked by less acknowledged Global North-South 
power unbalance (for a wider discussion on these 
themes, for instance[3,29]).

2 Context and case study

El Salvador is the tiniest and most densely 
populated country in Central America and presents 
and active volcanic activity, with high seismic 
and hydrogeological hazards. Salvadoran human 
development index is 0.674[30], slightly worsening 
in recent years. Our case study is located in one 
of the most deprived and densely populated 
departments of the country, i.e., Cabañas, bordering 
Honduras [Figure 1]. Specifically, the rural area of 
Santa Marta is addressed, near the town of Victoria. 
Here, local communities and their related physical, 
socioeconomic, and cultural dimensions are closely 
intertwined with Salvadoran recent history, namely, 

its civil war (1980–1992). Before then, Santa 
Marta was relatively self-sufficient, settlements 
were spread out and fragmented, and the land was 
owned by few latifundists. Farmers would live in 
conditions of widespread poverty, scarce social 
rights, and attempts of reforms which were brutally 
repressed. The civil war originated from increasing 
awareness and protests throughout the country, 
experiencing similar issues, with the government 
using the army against demonstrations. During the 
war, the governmental army soon adopted scorched-
earth policy, and the country was destroyed both 
physically and psychologically[31] throughout the 
conflict. When the population from Santa Marta 
came back to their lands after an exile in Honduras, 
everything was lost and to be started from scratch, 
including their houses and settlements. In this 
area, houses generally consist of one only storey. 
The shock, the absence, and the international aid 
contributed to mostly abandon local building 
materials and techniques during the reconstruction. 
Some of the local vernacular know-how around 
the technique of adobe earth brick making and 
construction were mainly limited to minor structures 
such as sheds and shelters. Scant attention due to 
low performances to be ensured summed up to a less 
frequent use of such approach. As a consequence, 
quality started to be poorer and poorer, and some 
earthquakes in the early 2000s caused the abandon 
of the technique together with some sort of damnatio 
memoriae: The population started to consider 
adobe as a backward approach to be forgotten. 
Recent participatory processes facilitated within 
academically-led Italian-Salvadoran professional 

Figure 1. A detail of the local school.
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cooperation project Ma.Sa.Ma. after local social, 
economic, and ecological crises had arisen 
inside the community[32-34], represented a turning 
point, with some local inhabitants spontaneously 
urging the recovery of such vernacular building 
technique. This is at the basis of the following 
pilot project Compost(h)emos[34], aimed at raising 
awareness around ecological issues, at recovering 
and improving (hence, culturally and technically 
rehabilitating) vernacular adobe earth bricks, 
and finally, at sharing such saved wisdom across 
the community. This contribution is focused on a 
critical review of the adobe building technology in 
that area as well as on the potentials and limits of its 
use in the Salvadoran context and beyond.

3 The adobe brick and its adaptation through 
participatory design and building

Dating back to nearly 9000 years ago in Russian 
Turkestan[19] or even earlier in the Neolithic period 
(Brown and Clifton, 1978), the word adobe means 
“mud brick,” although it is currently also used 
for architectural styles in North American desert 
climates[18]. Adobe is usually associated with raw 
earth as a building material, which was after all the 
most used building material ever in many hot arid 
and temperate climates[19]. Earth was at the basis of 
shelters at the early stages of human development, 
often combined with brush and tiny wood pieces 
“covered with mud for waterproofing”[35]. Besides, 
being a widely available material in many places in 
the world, it was mostly useful in supporting climate-
responsive energy performance even in the absence 
of heating and cooling systems: Indeed, thick adobe 
walls are able to absorb heat during the day, keep 
it for several hours, and release it at night[18]. This 
provides thermal mitigation, which is particularly 
suitable in winter. Depending on the local climate, 
ventilation might be required. Vernacular adobe 
technologies can be found in Africa, Asia, and 
America. In New Mexico, the first adobe building 
wisdom was developed between 700 and 1500 C.E., 
mostly used for making one-storey houses out of 
dried mud or stones and adobe mortar, without 
windows, and with flat roofs[18]. Throughout the 
centuries and across the continent, the adobe brick 
making technique was refined, and sun started to be 
used for the hardening of compressed bricks made of 
sand and/or clay. There and in other countries such 

as Iran, entire villages and even cities were built 
with adobe constructions[18]. In Mali, the Djenné 
Mosque[36], with its 75-m2 blueprint and 20-m 
height, represents the largest adobe building in the 
world. About earth building, extensive literature has 
been published in the past 50 years. Among this, 
Boudreau[37] provides practical guidelines for adobe 
brick making; Brown and Clifton[38] and Brown 
et al.[39] focused on the properties and durability 
of adobe; Austin[40] reviewed types of adobe, 
thermal properties, geology and basic materials, 
building codes and tests, energy usage, and starts 
in general to highlight the contemporary dignity of 
adobe building; the earthquake responses of adobe 
structures are investigated in Cao and Watanabe[41]. 
Rodríguez and Saroza[42] identified the optimal 
composition of adobe as a building material for a 
school if Cuba, which is particularly suitable for 
our case study. It is in the past decade, however, 
that energy and sustainability issues start to be 
discussed more explicitly and comprehensively: 
Revuelta-Acosta et al.[43] associated them with 
adobe’s thermal performances; other authors 
calculate the embodied energy[44] and the cradle-to-
cradle life cycle assessment[45] of adobe. In recent 
years, more studies also address the physical and 
thermal properties of adobe bricks with a focus on 
their binding materials[46-50]. Nowadays, “advanced 
earth building techniques demonstrate the value 
of earth not only in do-it-yourself construction 
but also for industrialized construction involving 
contractors”[19].

In the community of Santa Marta, El Salvador, 
the adobe earth brick technology was recovered 
and refined while being employed in participatory 
design and building process for the construction 
of compost toilets for the local high school[34] 
[Figures 1 and 2]. The participatory design at hand 
is a form of codesign[29]. A preliminary concept 
mainly regarding the function and features of the 
structure (i.e., a compost toilet) is enriched and 
completed based on the directions emerged from the 
previous participatory planning project and thanks 
to the involvement of local expertise (recovery and 
adaptation of local vernacular techniques). These 
codesign steps were facilitated by special figures 
in an open ongoing learning and creative process. 
The process was framed in the aforementioned 
independent Salvadoran-Italian cooperation project 
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Compost(h)emos[34], and involved nearly 200 
people from the community, including local expert 
masons, in addition to Salvadoran and Italian 
practitioners (architects and engineers). This way 
(and with these numbers in a community of nearly 
3000), the impact of mutual technology transfer 
was maximized[34] both for the building techniques 
and for the eco-friendly sanitary facility.

A thorough analysis of the context, started with 
the previous cooperation project Ma.Sa.Ma., was, 
therefore, enriched with some local wisdom emerging 
from the codesign process. As a consequence, the 
solvable flaws of the impoverished adobe brick 
technique – only approximately used in recent 
years and damaged by the earthquakes until overall 
abandonment – were overcome. Adobe bricks were 
now employed for the walls of the sanitary facility 
building. Tailored adaptation and improvement for 
the local context are summarized as follows.

First of all, the site was chosen in a slightly 
sloping area so as to avoid the accumulation of 
rainwater at the bottom of the walls. Moreover, a 
base was laid down, made of local stones bound 
with hydraulic mortar, for an average thickness 
of 60 cm (i.e., 2 feet), also useful for the lodging 
of the compost toilet tanks [Figure 3]. This way, 
the adobe brick walls are not in direct contact with 
the ground nor with the toilets, so as to cut down the 
risk of being affected by moisture and insects.

Second, high-quality adobe bricks were realized 
manually after choosing and testing samples of 
local suitable earth specially riddled and selected 
to ensure an adequate variety in its composition 

(grain assortment), and maximize mechanical 
performances. In addition to such earth mix, locally 
available forage (zacate) was used as binding fiber 
so as to improve the mechanical performances of 
the bricks. Forage was specially harvested when still 
flexible and thin, then dried for four through 7 days. 
For the brick making, special wooden molds were 
manufactured by local woodsmiths, allow to shape, 
and compress four bricks at a time. Controlled 
natural drying happened in dry and sunny flat paved 
areas of the community, to reduce their moisture 
content [Figure 4]; their average drying period was 
3 weeks, slightly varying depending on the blowing 
of the prevailing north winds.

Third, high attention was paid to building 
joints; hence, adequate frame and bracing were 
designed and later constructed, while ensuring 
static conditions. The frame at issue is a hybrid one, 
conceived to employ non-alien technologies: In 
addition to local earth, also locally grown bamboo 

Figure 2. Map of the school complex, with the position chosen for the compost toilets (in the circle).

Figure 3. The building site, with a focus on the 
base of the structure.
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and widely used sheet metal[34]. To minimize moisture 
also in exercise, thus protecting the adobe bricks, a 
ventilated roof was designed and installed[34], large 
enough to limit the dampening from rain [Figure 5].

4 Discussion

4.1 Potentials and limits for El Salvador and 
beyond

The canniness dedicated to the recovery and 
improvement of the vernacular adobe brick in 
the Salvadoran rural area at hand allowed for 
overcoming recent issues due to technologic 
flaws. Its low technology allows adequate climate 
and mechanical performances for the Salvadoran 
case study. A design and construction inspired by 
minimum building technologies are essential in any 
structure in any part of the world. In particular, the 
following expedients proved to be valid in terms of 
higher performances and durability for the structure 
at issue:
a. The top protection from rainwater;
b. The isolation from the ground and its associated 

surface (rain) water flows;
c. The thick base to decrease the risk of moisture and 

bacteria in the adobe walls;
d. Varied grain assortment in the earth used for the 

compressed bricks;
e. Locally available vegetal fibers (forage) specially 

selected to ensure correct binding;
f. Adequate drying conditions (namely, controlled 

natural drying on sunny paved surfaces);
g. Building joints, frame, and bracing;
h. Indoor ventilation to reduce winter moister and heat 

in summertime.
Thermal mitigation for Salvadoran warm 

climate is quite promising; this is particularly 
interesting if we consider the affordability of 
the adobe brick together with its easy design and 
manufacturing. At the same time, water protection 
is crucial in rainy contexts like this. The absence 
of special innovations and strong mechanical 
performances for buildings higher than one or 
two stories is acceptable for the local Salvadoran 
culture, especially in rural areas like Santa Marta. 
However, some limits are suggested for higher 
buildings in similar rainy contexts. In general, the 
need for more demanding energy and mechanical 
performances requires a case-by-case analysis for 

other contexts, strongly depending on local climate 
and dwelling cultures. Material and technological 
innovation are also possible and sometimes 
successful between local vernacular wisdom (such 
as adobe bricks) and more recent knowledge from 
other regions; this is for instance the case of a recent 
study on some Sudanese vernacular innovative 
building technologies[26]. One last remark might 
involve the cultural dimension; here, the recovery 
and improvement of vernacular technologies were 
encouraged by parts of the population, yet still 
causing skepticism in some other parts. Skepticism 
is generally due to the dominant social imaginary, 
leading to desire exogenous, often Global Northern 
values and goods, and to reject own ones, sometimes 
considered as “backward” also in the light of uneven 
South-North power and economic conditions[3,29]. 
This of course includes dwelling and its features. 
In spite of an increasing interest from highly 
industrialized contexts, as a matter of fact, a major 

Figure 4. The controlled natural drying of a stock 
of adobe bricks.

Figure 5. Advance of the building site at the end of 
the 12th week (courtesy of Mr. Justin Bench).
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barrier in the application of vernacular building 
solutions might be paradoxically represented by 
intangible drivers.

5 Conclusion

While primitive and vernacular wisdom and know-
how are often abandoned due to a progressive cultural 
colonization throughout the world, traditional 
building approaches still offer some potentials to 
face context-specific environmental, economic, and 
social peculiar conditions in many places. This is 
particularly important in a changing century, with 
uncertain availability of resources and ongoing 
global warming. A participatory design and building 
process in a rural area of El Salvador resulted in 
the recovery and improvement of local vernacular 
wisdom around the use of sundried adobe earth 
bricks. Both local and foreign, professional, and 
vernacular know-how were used toward a successful 
collaborative making of a sanitary structure. Crucial 
expedients were employed and reviewed to stress the 
important of context adaptation. Among these, the 
top protection and thick stone-and-mortar ground 
isolation to minimize the effects of seasonal rains 
and associated water flows as well as of moisture 
and insects in general; a selected composition of 
the compressed bricks, made with highly varied 
grain assortment in the earth, and binded by locally 
available vegetal fibers (forage); controlled natural 
drying conditions for both the fibers and the 
compressed bricks; and, finally, a special attention 
paid to building joints, frame, and bracing. In this 
case study, easy implementation, local materials, 
and affordability proved to all represent key factors; 
the demand for ecological sustainability and short 
houses in the area seems to be positively satisfied by 
an improved adobe brick technology as illustrated 
here. This can also be true for other similar climate, 
socioeconomic, and cultural contexts. Moreover, 
some features might be used elsewhere, while some 
other considerations are suggested toward a proper 
exportability toward affordable and ecologically 
sustainable housing and settlements in El Salvador 
and beyond. A not negligible barrier is represented 
by the social desirability and acceptability of a still 
valuable wisdom from the past, influenced by cultural 
and economic factors as well as by their combination. 
Far from idealization, we suggest that vernacular 
buildings be, therefore, considered as an important 

heritage to be studied on a case-by-case basis and with 
a worldly-wise and open-minded transdisciplinary 
approach, not forgetting socioeconomic bias on a 
wider, often international level.
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